**Open Data Node (ODN)**

- Data management platform for open data and beyond
- Open source available [GitHub](https://github.com)
- Modular by integrating following components

**Unified Views**
- ETL - define, execute, monitor, debug, schedule, and share RDF data tasks
- designed for sustainable processes

**Search by Strategy platform**
- rapid creation of specialized search APIs
- proprietary platform of Spinque

**Visualisation tool LDVMi**
- consume Linked Data by combining your datasets with others
- developed and maintained by KSI

**CKAN catalogue**
- as internal and/or public catalogue

**Methodologies for Open Data**
- Publish datasets in linked data quality
- Get ready step-by-step for open data
- Fully compatible with ODN procedures
- Data integration techniques and tools
- Available under CC BY license

- Publication methodologies [SAVE](https://openup.org)
- Methodology for publishing datasets as open data [DOWNLOAD](https://openup.org)
- Methodologies for deployment and usage of COMSODE publication platform (ODN), tools and data [SAVE](https://openup.org)

**Services of the Consortium**
- ODN and methodologies on demand
- Consulting, training, support
- H2020 and innovation projects